Google Slide for Food Tutorial

Go to your Google Drive (with your school login) and select Google Apps icon and select Slides.
Select Blank.
Before we start, let's get rid of the clutters. You can select them and simply hit “delete.”
Select Insert Image icon and place a photo (one of your 5 photos from the previous assignment).
Select Zoom icon to zoom out, so it is easier to enlarge the photo.
Select Select icon to enlarge the photo to be larger than both the width and height of the slide. Be sure to drag one of the corners to keep the proportion.
Select Crop icon, Format options, then Size & Rotation. Place 10 x 5.63, which is the size of the slide.
Adjust the photo to fit into the cropping area. I found using the arrows easier than mouse. Leave a room at the bottom, for you will be placing caption there. When you are happy with the cropping selection, select the Crop icon again to crop.
Slide the photo to fit the entirety of the slide. The photo should be exactly the same size of the slide. Then at this point, it may be a good time to zoom in.
Select Text Box icon. Make the size 10 x 0.75.
Using Select icon, move the Text Box to the bottom.
Select either white, black or gray whichever makes sense. With this dark background, for instance, it makes sense to go with white.
Place the texts at the center by selecting More – Align – Center.

Click to add speaker notes
Done. Repeat the same process for your 4 other photos. Your completed work will have 5 slides in total.